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ABSTRACT
Main goal of the diploma thesis is to design solar street light, which will which will 
meet the demands at design in the 21st century. Analyzes will show possible directi-
ons, that should successful design of selected project follow. A survey of current pro-
jects existing in public spaces will reveal major shortcomings of the existing designs. 
Based on these findings it will be possible to proceed to the creation of several variants 
of the design. From those, there will be possibility to choose the final version. This 
version will be processed according to the researched specifications with regard to the 
scientific standards set for public lighting in general.
KEYWORDS
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ABSTRAKT
Cílem diplomové práce se stane návrh designu solárního pouličního osvětlení, které 
bude splňovat nároky na design v 21. století. Přípravné analýzy ukáží možné směry, 
kterými by se měl úspěšný design zvoleného projektu  vydat. Průzkum současných 
projektů existujících ve veřejném prostoru rovněz odhalí hlavní nedostatky stávajících 
návrhů. Na základě těchto poznatků bude možné přistoupit k tvorbě několika variant 
designu, ze kterých bude zvolena finální verze. Tato verze bude zpracována dle urče-
ných specifikací s ohledem na platné normy pro veřejné osvětlení.
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INTRODUCTION
The graduation thesis topic is the design of street light powered by the sun. The pur-
pose of this study is to analyse current street lights design with solar panels and offer 
my own solution based on this analysis. Solar street lights use solar power — the third 
most important renewable energy source [1]. This type of the street light is pollution 
free and does not have adverse effect after the installation (unlike greenhouse gases or 
noise pollution). Even in regions with a cloudy climate solar street lights are able to 
obtain enough sunlight to produce the light every night. A kilowatt peak solar system 
generates around 750 kilowatt hours per year in a cloudy climate that means 7000 
hours of lamp’s work per year [2].
Solar street light has many advantages and becomes more popular, but also it has signi-
ficant disadvantages: it needs big investments (often for unpleasant design), a regular 
service and the solar panel still has lower efficiency. Big investments are caused by the 
materials used and the technology of the solar battery. The efficiency of the solar batte-
ry reduces when the panel is covered with dust or snow so it requires a regular service. 
Also, rechargeable batteries and other elements should be replaced several times over 
the lifetime of the lantern. 
Streetlights powered by the sun are often set by the municipality, for this reason average 
people don’t know about efficiency of solar panel and can’t evaluate its utility. In the 
same time one of the advantages of street lights powered by the sun is its independence 
(“island” system) or possibility feed extra power into the grid (grid system) and use it 
for people needs. 
In this work I will focus on the solar street light for a residential area and parks that 
will be efficient, sustainable and won’t destroy the cityscape. Consideration is appea-
rance and terms of operation. Solar street lights have a long lifetime and have to be 
attractive during all the time of usage.
Introduction
Overview of the current state of knowledge
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1 OVERVIEW OF THE CURRENT STATE OF KNOWLEDGE
Problems of ecology and technological revolution were the basis for the development 
of alternative sources of energy, in particular solar energy. One type of conversion so-
lar energy into electrical energy — solar panels. They are used in solar power plants, 
on space stations, for domestic needs (panels on the roofs and portable batteries for 
electric appliances) and for the outdoor lighting as street lamps.
1.1 Design analysis
Today on the market we can find a lot of street lights that looks like conventional lan-
terns with one big element — the solar panel on the top and the battery on the pole. 
Another example of poor design is solar street lights mounted in Prague. They have 
visible frameworks, cables and big battery box (becoming place for vandalism).
But due to the actuality of the ecology theme street lights with solar panels become the 
designers’ object of attention. In relation to design we can see three ways:
  1. standard form and improving current street lights,
  2. nature form and bionic,
  3. attached alternative energy source.
1.1.1 Standard form
Street lights repeat the shape of conventional lights and are used primarily for pedes-
trian ways due to the size of the solar panel.
Img. 1-1 Solar streetlight in Praha
1
1.1
1.1.1
Overview of the current state of knowledge
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Img. 1-2 5 watt LED Solar Street Light [3]
Designing solutions
This street light repeats the design of a usual street light: simple form, straight lines, 
less decoration and more functionality. If you don’t know that it is street light powered 
by the sun you even can’t recognize it. This design doesn’t help to understand the 
advantages of such type street lights. 
Shape (composition) solutions
Photovoltaic panel is combined with the lamp. The case with the lamp and the solar 
panel is fixed on the pole by the brackets. The street light is made of a durable alumini-
um with a tempered glass cover and contains LED bulbs, the rechargeable lithium ion 
battery, the solar panel, the infrared motion detector, the photocell and the charge cont-
roller. The photocell and the motion sensor change the intensity of lighting. It depends 
on the time of the day and works to a full brightness only when the sensor registers the 
movements of people or cars. 
Ergonomic solutions
The lamp is positioned as "requires minimum care", but it needs to be cleared of dust, 
leaves, bird droppings and snow, that means every day. This type of lamps is easy to 
produce and set.
Colorful and graphic solutions
Due to the form, material and familiar design this lamp hasn’t any characteristic lines 
that can decorate the street or evaluate efficiency or modernity of a solar street light.
SKU: SPL07 5 watts LED solar street light
Manufacturer
Greenlytes
Overview of the current state of knowledge
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Spirit 
Manufacturer
Kaal Masten B.V.
Img. 1-3 Spirit by Kaal Masten [4]
Designing solutions
This street light repeats the shape of conventional street lights — it is simple and 
angular. The panels are arranged on the pillar of the lantern: for this reason the street 
light isn't overloaded with unusual elements (a large solar panel on the top), but the 
effectiveness of an alternative energy source is preserved.
Shape (composition) solutions
The main difference of this model is the location of the solar panels. This variant is 
more visually appealing than lights with independent solar panels on the top of the 
pillar. But with this arrangement of panels, the sun will always feed only half of the 
panels. It means that the lamp will always work only half of its capacity.
Ergonomic solutions
The street light is made of modules and can reach the height of 18 meters. It helps to 
choose the optimum construction in relation to the environment and the need for li-
ghting. The manufacturer claims that this is the first available fully sustainable public 
street light.
Colorful and graphic solutions
The design of this street light responds to a modern city which is made of glass and 
concrete. The appearance is fully consistent with the function, it hasn't any unnecessa-
ry decorative details.
Overview of the current state of knowledge
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1.1.2 Nature form and bionic
Inspired by nature smooth lines emphasize ecological value. Designers repeat shapes 
of flowers, trees or even mango leaves.
Light Blooms (concept)
Manufacturer
Philips
Img. 1-4 Light Blossom by Philips at day [5]
Designing solutions
Inspired by flowers the Light Blooms open during the day to collect the sunlight throu-
gh its solar panels and transform it into energy. Then at night the “flower” closes and 
LED lights turn on to brighten city streets. 
Shape (composition) solutions
For different functions the street light takes different forms. Street lights absorb ma-
ximum sunlight by disclosing the "flower". And the lamp just illuminates the street 
by the "closed" condition. This decision is merely decorative, as the street light can 
illuminate even with closed "bud".
Ergonomic solutions
The LED lights feature motion sensors that are triggered once the sun sets by indivi-
duals walking in close proximity to the light. Extra power is fed directly into the grid 
for use elsewhere.
Colorful and graphic solutions
This concept represents a beautiful idea — it imitates disclosure and closure of a flo-
wer. The fascinating lamp demands the similar environment and is more suitable for 
public vacation spots.
Overview of the current state of knowledge
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Solar Tree by Lovegrove
Creator
Ross Lovegrove
Img. 1-5 Solar Tree by Ross Lovegrove [6]
Designing solutions
This famous project was created by Ross Lovegrove for the street in Vienna, but now 
it successfully participates in exhibitions all over the world. ‘This is a project that cele-
brates design, nature and art and represents the DNA of our time,’ says Lovegrove [7]. 
He believes that natural and organic forms can create the maximum beauty. 
Shape (composition) solutions
The size of the street light - six meters in height, it consists of ten "sticks". There are 
batteries in the "head" and LED-lamps at ten “sticks”. The tree can be also used for 
mobile phones and laptops recharging. 
Ergonomic solutions
Also, solar tree lights can be used like meeting point, you can have a rest on the sculp-
tural concrete base. The bright color and the unusual form of the lamp draws attention 
and provokes to learn more about it. But due to the big size and bold design the lamp 
can't be established everywhere.
Colorful and graphic solutions
The street light follows the shape of a tree, the panels are located on the end of green 
"branches". This is a vivid visual image. It transmits the idea of ecologically friendly 
solar energy and attracts public attention to the energy problem.
Overview of the current state of knowledge
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Solar Tree by Vinaccia (concept)
Creator
Giulio and Valerio Vinaccia
Img. 1-6 Solar Tree by Vinaccia [8]
Designing solutions
Another project that copies the body of a tree is the Solar Tree by Giulio and Valerio 
Vinaccia. It also has the "stick" and six "branches" with solar panels at the end. De-
signers describe this project like the fusion between a tree and a street light and like 
a metaphor of life — leaf-shaped panels catch the sunlight to return it at night. 
Shape (composition) solutions
The "tree" is made from the cast aluminium and the light source is a power LED lamp. 
The panels are mounted at different angles, that provide stability in energy production. 
But the number of panels exceeds the number of panels needed for efficient operation. 
Ergonomic solutions 
This solution is a combination of sculpture and street light. So it will look good only in 
public places, as it has too large dimensions to be located in a residential area.
Colorful and graphic solutions
This decision is better for manufacture, but destroys the full impression of the "tree". 
The concept looks less aesthetic: solar panels save their form and don't remind of lea-
ves. 
The presented way represents biomorphism style. The style is most clearly manifes-
ted in the architecture and small architectural forms [9]. The image of a tree is most 
commonly used in the design of street lights and design of support for a solar panel. 
The Solar Tree is a metaphor — like trees, it collects the sun and recycle it into energy. 
The top of a tree also creates a shadow and makes a place for meetings and relaxation.
Overview of the current state of knowledge
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Img. 1-7 Spotlight Solar product "Lift"  [10] Img. 1-8 Lamp Tree on metro station 
“Troparevo” [11]
All these projects cost more money due to the usage of the unusual material and tech-
nology. Street light that looks like a tree consists a lot of solar panels, more than one 
lamp needs, but it allows to transmit extra power to common electric grid. Additio-
nally, this type of a street light powered by the sun looks more interesting and brings 
a sense of optimism to a grey urbanity. 
1.1.3 Attached alternative energy source
It is a popular way in a design concept because today the conversion efficiency is about 
than 20% efficiencies. To increase this rate designers add one more engine like a wind 
or water turbine. The distinctive excellence of this type of a solar street light is the 
higher efficiency, but it is harder to produce, that means also the higher cost.
Mango (concept)
Creator
Adam Miklosky
1.1.3
Img. 1-9 Mango by Adam Miklosky [12]
Designing solutions
Mango connects two ways of design: attached alternative energy source and nature 
form. The mimicking concept is designed by Adam Mikloski for India.
Overview of the current state of knowledge
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Shape (composition) solutions
The tops of "mango leaves" contain solar panels. But due to the monsoon climate there 
aren't many sunny days in India. For this reason, when it rains, "leaves" funnel water 
to the water turbine in the ground.
Ergonomic solutions
This project is a good example showing how the design depends on the environment. 
Technically it has some problems with the protection of the solar panel from water and 
utilization water after the water turbine.
Colorful and graphic solutions
The shape of this street light is very elegant and good-looking. There is also an interes-
ting solution for lamps. The lamp’s case is perforated, it creates an interesting pattern 
and allows to pass sufficient light.
Eolgreen F104
Manufacture
Eolgreen
Img. 1-10 Outdoor Lighting by UPC in Barcelona [10]
Designing solutions
Due to the Spanish weather and geographic location Barcelona became the 
city where the first public street lighting system powered by the solar and wind 
energy was established.
Overview of the current state of knowledge
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Shape (composition) solutions
The design was developed by Ramon Bargalló from Universitat Politècnica de Catalu-
nya (UPC) and the Eolgreen company. The street light has two solar panels, one wind 
turbine and one lamp. It doesn't look really natty or attractive: all elements are placed 
separately and only the turbine has an interesting shape.
Ergonomic solutions
Depending on the height (6 or 8 meters) street lights may illuminate 10 -14 meters. It 
is enough to illuminate the sidewalk and the two-lane highway. This system is truly 
ecologically efficient and it is an autonomous system. Now it is working on the Mar 
Bella esplanade in Barcelona.
Colorful and graphic solutions
Environmental issue of this product is again emphasized by the green colour (it's the 
colour of the turbine). This street light hasn't any decoration, just a small ornament 
between the pole and the "branch". 
In the framework of the topic — street lamp for the residential area — a turbine can’t 
be used as it gives a lot of noise which is unacceptable to the public area.
1.2 Marketing study
1.2.1 Business strategy
The research of Exxon Mobile company shows that the world's energy needs increase 
by 1.3% annually [14]. Therefore energy producing fields will grow, and according to 
the current trend the sector of alternative energy will also grow significantly. Today 
Germany gives priority to the use of the solar and wind power source, and the capabi-
lities of traditional industries (using coal and gas) are reduced. In 2014 the production 
of energy by solar panels grew by 13% and amounted to 35.2 billion kilowatt-hours. 
Solar panels produce 5% of the total energy produced [15].
The most expensive parts of the solar street light are solar panels and the battery. To-
day the cost of solar panels is falling, due to the increased competition and subsidies 
from the state. The cost of one watt for silicon solar cells fell to 0.5$ /W (it means that 
solar cells for 1000 watts cost $ 500) [16]. Research and experiments, which aim is to 
increase the efficiency of solar panels and reduce their cost, are continued.
The market has changed with the development of the solar panel production in China. 
Several years ago street lights with solar panels were presented as part of the range of 
companies involved in lighting equipment, and only the company with ecological cha-
racter was focused on the solar street light. Now the market has expanded and lights 
become more available. The Chinese producers sell the street light even in the online 
store (such as Alibaba.com). Its quality and service life may be lower, but their main 
advantage is an affordable price.
Consequently, we can say that favorable situation for the market of devices using solar 
panels is created today. Despite a strong competition, there are many free areas and 
target groups (their needs depend on the level of the budget and scope).  This situation 
allows counting on the state support for the project and realization of government or-
1.2
1.2.1
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ders. The aim of this project is to design the solar street light for the residential area, so 
the strategic goal is to obtain orders for the street lights from the state.
1.2.2 Analysis of market opportunities
There are five types of company-competitors. 
The first type is the big and well-known corporation like Philips [17]. They develop 
innovative direction, which includes lights with solar panels. The second type is the 
company involved in lighting equipment. In whose assortment there are also lights 
with solar panels. These are companies such as Truelite [18], Sum [19], Kaal Masten 
[20], Visiocom [21]. They offer high-quality equipment, they have a good image by 
the name. The third type is the company selling only lights with solar panels. These 
firms are Exprt [22], Greenlytes [23]. They often have an environmental focus. They 
offer products feeding from other alternative energy sources (such as the wind turbi-
ne). The fourth type is the firm that represents a single product (such as Torch [24] or 
Uge [25]). They have the most advanced design, strong concepts, but their costs are 
higher. The fifth type is not a separate company - it is the Chinese manufacturers. They 
produce cheap and not good-looking street lights with a short service life. They can 
quickly change the product to improve it and have the largest number of proposals. 
Their strategy is the low cost and availability, rather than the quality. The first four 
types are more focused on the quality and efficiency. Companies representing the in-
dividual products (the fourth type) may be financed by the municipality. We can't say 
that companies have specialization in the wholesale or retail buyer.
The first types of companies aren't serious competitors. The strongest influence on the 
market have Chinese competitors. Subsidies from the government allow manufactu-
rers reduce product prices. It forces the competitors also reduce the cost of their pro-
ducts and develop new, more efficient products [26]. On the other hand, according to 
the report from Almaty (Kazakhstan), products from China are associated with a poor 
quality in the mind of the consumer, it reduces the demand for street lighting from 
China [27]. According to the same report, it is possible to predict a high demand for the 
solar street light. The analysis of the situation in the field of energy showed that in Ka-
zakhstan lighting costs account for about 13% of total electricity consumption. In this 
regard, the government adopted a number of programs to promote energy conservati-
on. Currently local authorities are quite open to innovative solutions about alternative 
energy sources. This trend is observed worldwide.
1.2.3 Analysis and selection of target markets
Potential customers can be divided into three categories: 
 The private sector - private homes, cottages, manors.
 The business sector - from small private shops to major shopping centers.
 The public sector - the lighting of roads, squares, parks, yards, etc. 
The contingent of consumers and their preferences are different by quality and price, 
the type of instruments and the volume of work.
The States and major corporations are investing in the market of solar cells as the 
replacement of existing energy sources. The municipality or the city government is 
one of the main buyers of solar street lights. The disaster at the Fukushima nuclear 
power plant in 2011 drew attention to the "green energy" and the government's plans 
Overview of the current state of knowledge
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to use them. As seen in the graph the production of energy from renewable energy 
sources in Germany is growing and is not reduced in the near time [28]. Large com-
panies are interested in the development of alternative energy sources, not only due to 
the environmental performance of this area, but also because of the economic benefits 
and the autonomy.
Img. 1-11 Renewable Energy Sources in Germany 2013 [29]
The target audience for this project are customers from the state. The States are interes-
ted in the development of solar energy to be independent of "energy" powers (such as 
Russia or the countries on the Iberian Peninsula). One of the most high-profile exam-
ples: the US government support for a startup Solyndra (now the company went ban-
krupt) [30]. There are reduced rates of payment for electricity owners of solar panels 
in Germany and England [31]. The closest countries to the equator are actively using 
solar panels for public purposes. A recent example - the installation of solar street light 
on the seafront of Barcelona [32]. 
Despite publicist claims that the panel can work anywhere in the world, the weather 
affects on the performance. According to Reuters the individual usage of solar panels 
falls in Germany. In 2014, the drop was 42% (by Bundesnetzagentur) [33]. According 
to the report generation the solar panel is 38.2 GW, which is almost half of the required 
possibilities of winter - 70 GW. It should be noted that the installation of solar panels 
on the northern latitudes may be uneconomic due to the short daylight hours and the 
lack of accumulated power.
The maximum solar radiation recorded at the equator, where daylight hours are long 
and the rate of solar radiation is high [34]. Third World countries (Middle East, India) 
Overview of the current state of knowledge
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have a favorable location and high insolation. They actively use solar energy, the go-
vernment is investing in alternative energy sources. But they are more interested in 
a cheap, easy to handle product. The issue price is critical for them. In addition, it is 
difficult for a foreign company to put the solar street lights — it is connected with the 
local authorities and the social structure [35]. The project from India faced with this 
problem and wasn't completed. For African countries the decision is in the use of in-
dividual light sources [36] [37]. Thus the existing solar lighting solutions to the Third 
World countries meet their needs - cheap, easy to maintain lamp that uses solar energy.
In Europe and more economically developed countries, the market of lighting with 
solar panels is similar to the market of the third world countries, but queries are diffe-
rent. There is more emphasis on design and sustainability (sustainability also includes 
economic viability). Thus, the demand does not match the offer. The European Union 
supports the development of photovoltaic for over 30 years [38], including the socio-
-economic sector and is working on accelerated development and deployment [39] of 
cost-effective technologies. That confirms the correct choice of the target audience.
1.2.4 Marketing strategy
Many people were inspired by the idea of solar lamps — it can be installed anywhe-
re, returning the surplus electricity to the grid and not polluting the environment. An 
obvious disadvantage is a significant investment and the need for regular service (to 
maintain the efficiency of the panels). There is another problem - the recycling of solar 
panels. In the future, it may be more efficient not to repair or reconstruct street lights, 
but replace it with more modern and efficient counterparts. So one of the requirements 
to the design of solar street lights - the modular design for a quick installation. Modu-
larity is the main difference of this product from the competitors. It will increase the 
service life of the lamp. It will reduce the value of the product and will help to optimize 
the production for large orders. In the future, it will also make solar panels or light 
sources more efficient. Today, there is a widespread [40] replacement of conventional 
light bulbs with more efficient LED.
The objective of the pricing strategy is to maximize the use of the market. Therefore, 
the cost of the solar street light will be accessible (but it should not affect the quality 
of the components). Due to a strong demand and thanks to subsidies, the cost of solar 
panels is falling  today. Solar panels are now worth about £ 6,800 for a typical system 
of 4 kW, compared with £ 8,400 three years ago [41]. The cost of the street light with 
the solar panel is in the price range of $ 300-1000 [42]. At the same time reducing cost 
of energy will continue. If we talk about the cost of one watt output power as a part of 
the solar module, it reached the level of approximately 1,2-1,3 € [43] in Europe and the 
United States. In the near future the price may drop to about one euro, the subject to an 
automated mass production of both solar cells and modules based on them. 
Sales will be carried out by placing wholesale orders and retail sales in stores and on 
the Internet. Orders will be collected by participating in environmental exhibitions and 
active work in the media .
People are used to hearing about the environmental friendliness of the product, but 
do not know about its effectiveness. The presentation of the product (packaging) and 
communication (media and advertising) will be based on the idea of "effective and 
durable" solar street light. To stimulate the demand it must represent 
demonstrating the benefits of solar lamps (saving electricity) at exhibitions, 
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comparable quality (design strength) of these fixtures with conventional garden street 
lights, 
distribution of the product information (information campaigns in summer and incen-
tive campaigns in winter ).
1.2.5 SWOT analysis 1.2.5
Img. 1-12 SWOT analysis
In developing the design of the project strengths and weaknesses will be taken into 
account. Working with weak characteristics (low efficiency, service, visual obsolescen-
ce) allows to stand out among the concurrency. Reforming of strengths (modularity, 
sustainability) will raise the level of the project and its value.
1.3 Technical analysis
The development of street lights with solar panels began in 1839 when the photovol-
taic effect was opened by Alexandre-Edmond Becquerel. In 1883  the first module 
with use of solar energy was made by Charles Fritts. The world’s first photovoltaic cell 
(solar cell) was created in Bell Laboratories in 1954 [44].
Between the invention of the first cell and the first solar street light was about 100 
years. The first solar powered street lighting system was patented in 1978 (patent US 
4200904 [45]). Today, the advances in technology and configuration are gaining mo-
mentum - solar-powered light pole and LED light fixture (patent US 7731383, 2008 
[46]), the solar energy street lamp structure with adjustable angle (patent US 8066399, 
2009 [47]), the solar powered rechargeable street light with a resistant tamper (patent 
US 7976180, 2009 [48]), hundreds of patents are pending.
1.3
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Img. 1-13 Patent US4200904 
[49]
Img. 1-14 Patent  US7731383 
[50]
Img. 1-15 US8066399 [51]
The construction design of most solar street lights used today is shown at picture 1-16. 
Solar street lights are powered by photovoltaic panels. Panels charge a rechargeable 
battery, which powers a fluorescent or LED lamp during the night [52].
Img. 1-16 System of streetlight with solar panel
There are 3 Types of Solar Street Light Systems [53]: off-grid, grid-tie (single inverter) 
and grid-tie (micro-inverters). The research “Sustainable feasibility of solar photovol-
taic powered street lighting systems” has shown that grid-connected street lights are 
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the most cost-effective, as the island system requires larger items and consumes the 
battery faster [54].
1.3.1 Panel
Modern solar photocells consist of chains of photoelements - semiconductor devices - 
it converts solar energy directly into electricity. The process of converting solar energy 
into electricity is called the photovoltaic effect [55].
The semiconductor material has to be able to absorb a large part of the solar spectrum. 
When light quantum are absorbed, electron hole pairs are generated and if their re-
combination is prevented they can reach the junction where they are separated by an 
electric field. The thin emitter layer above the junction has a relatively high resistance 
which requires a well designed contact grid also shown at images 1-17 [56].
1.3.1
Img. 1-17 Typical solar cell [57]
Solar panels are made from crystalline silicon. Today it is the most common material 
for the arrangement of cells in solar panels.
The monocrystalline silicon is made by a crucible method or the Czochralski method. 
A formed huge round silicon crystal is cut into the plate. From those plates the solar 
battery cell is performed (img.1-18). The main disadvantage of this method is a lot of 
scraps and a specific form of a single-crystal solar cell - square with cut corners. The 
polycrystalline silicon is easier and cheaper to manufacture. The polycrystalline sili-
con is an aggregate of a plurality different crystals, which form a single piece (img.1-
19). A thin layer (thin film) silicon is a kind of polysilicon (img.1-20). It is created 
by fusing thin layers on the top of each other. The polycrystalline lattice is formed. 
The subsequent cutting is not needed, so it is a cheaper production. But also it is less 
effective. [58]
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Img. 1-18 Monocrystalline 
silicon [59]
Img. 1-19 Polycrystalline silicon 
[60]
Img. 1-20 Thin layer silicon [61]
The solar energy market is expanding and there are new types of solar panels: a translu-
cent lithium-ion (Li-ion) rechargeable battery that can charge itself by using the sunli-
ght [62], Kirigami-inspired solar cells [63], spinning solar cells [64].  They claimed the 
higher efficiency, but the experience of their use is small and characteristics haven’t 
yet been confirmed in practice.
In spite of the complicated manufacture and the high cost, the monocrystalline silicon 
still dominates the market today and probably will continue to do so in the immediate 
future [54]. The quality monocrystalline module is more efficient and produces more 
power in the same size, but polycrystalline modules are always cheaper [56]. 
1.3.2 Light
Today LED lighting has a clear advantage compared to other light sources. Installing 
LED street light in North America has shown an improving visibility at night (be-
tter color rendering, lighting distributions), reducing lighting in the upward direction 
(it causes of urban sky glow), reducing energy consumption by 40-80%. [65] The 
electronic circuit protects the light source against surges up to 1000 V and operates 
over a wide supply voltage range - from 140 to 265 V. At the same time, there are two 
drawbacks: the installation of LED-lighting is more expensive and no new set of tariffs 
for outdoor LED-lighting.
High luminous efficacy (img.1-21), low power consumption, the presence of lamps of 
different color temperature and CRI allow the use of LED lights in street lights.
Img. 1-21 LED Performance Over Time [66]
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In addition to the traditional form of the lamp, there are street lights reflected light 
(img. 1-22). This type is used for lighting footpaths, as it has a low power light. 
Img. 1-22 Outdoor Streetlight [67]
1.3.3 Charge controllers
Experts recommend the use of a special independent systems contribute to the distri-
bution of the load - charge controllers. These systems help to avoid a fixed chain. They 
switch models in a serial or parallel modes to compensate for the shaded areas in the 
device battery or the solar panel.
Sorts of controllers:
 • basic (first device on image 1-23)
Designed to protect the battery from overcharge or undercharge. Prevents reverse cu-
rrent. 
 • PWM (second device on image 1-23)
Controls the amount of current charging the battery. Trickle charge. 
 • MPPT (third device on image 1-23)
Optimize the power output from the cell. Battery charge to optimal capacity.
1.3.3
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Img. 1-23 Different types of charge controllers [68]
Charge controllers and other electronics need to be as efficient as possible to maximize 
the benefits. MPPT compensates the changing voltage versus current characteristic of 
the solar cell to increase the efficiency [69]. 
1.3.4 Common
Not only the brightness of the lighting is governed, but also the location of the poles, 
the distance between them, the foundation and the selection of the bracket.
Street lights are available in three categories:
 • Landscape lighting function is performed primarily decorative lighting   
 paths, trails, gazebos.
 • General placed on the high street basics to cover a greater area without the  
 use of lenses.
 • Architectural lighting is used to highlight certain elements of information  
 objects, advertising and fountains.
The scope of application defines the variant of the design support. The type of support 
is selected considering the cost of material. Today, there are metal supports for the 
external illumination (cast iron, galvanized steel, aluminum), as well as wood, plastic, 
composite supports. The non-metallic supports  are usually used for a decor. Regar-
dless of the type, all supports for lighting must have high strength and be resistant to 
climatic influences.
All types of support should be optimized for the wind up to 160 km/h. For the general 
street lighting steel or reinforced concrete foundations are used. They have the poly-
hedron or a circle in a cross-sectional hollow. They are lightweight, safe and durable. 
Compared with reinforced concrete poles or lattice columns it requires  less costs of 
installation and maintenance. Supports taper upward, thereby reducing the build-up in 
the wind. A galvanized metal rack (height 3-12 m) is used for street lighting and parks, 
residential areas, shopping areas, places of recreation and accumulation of a large 
number of people. The column has a flange for installation on an underground part or 
a foundation, on the top there is a unit for the mounting bracket.
The foundation supports of the street light could be a concrete foundation or an under-
ground mounting block. Its size depends on the installation location, soil characteris-
tics, weight, height and column conditions, the accommodation must ensure the safe 
operation of the street light. Its depth must take into account the freezing of land and 
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be 30 cm longer. The flange without support at the bottom is mounted in special pit and 
poured by the concrete. [70]
As for the location of the solar panel there are two types:
 • combine solar panel and lamp (img. 1-24)
 • separate solar panel and lamp
Img. 1-24 Solar panel combined with lamp [71]
1.3.5  Battery
Chinese solar street lights often use gel lead acid batteries. This type of the battery is 
cheaper than other batteries and weight makes no difference.  Also, lead acid batteries 
are very easy to recycle. Some special designed batteries are maintenance free.
Other modern type of a battery is the nickel metal hydride battery that provides stabi-
lity, durability and performance. It has 10 to 12 year lifespan and 3500 charge cycle. 
100% depth of discharge far exceeds older lead-acid technologies. Operating range 
from -20C to +70C ensures optimum performance in most climates.  Also it's easy to 
ship and recycle.
The most important advantage of the lithium-ion is a high charge and discharge effici-
ency, that helps to harvest more energy. Lithium-ion batteries save up to 70% in space 
and 70% in weight compared to lead-acid. It has 3000-5000 charge cycle, operating 
range from -20C to +60C [72]. Lithium-ion batteries are more expensive than lead-
-acid, but can be compensated by a longer service life, weight or size considerations, 
high reliability and efficiency. According to the report of the US lithium-ion batteries 
are the most popular batteries, regardless of the  application.
The battery can be placed in the box at the bottom, on a pole, be hidden in the case with 
a panel and light or be placed underground (img.1-25).
1.3.5
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Img. 1-25 Disposition of battery
1.3.6.Solar street light specification
Solar street light system: Grid-tie (micro-inverters)
Solar Array: Monocrystalline silicon module
Light Fixture: LED
System Controller: MPPT 
Battery: Li-ion
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2 ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM AND AIM OF THE THESIS
 
Today, street lighting with solar panels often can be seen on the roads outside the city 
(lights with self-service "island" system). The offers in the retail market are focused 
on the household. They have a functional design and are not decorative. Designer 
lights are sporadically installed in public places. There is also a large number of de-
sign concepts, but most of them cannot be realized due to the high cost and technical 
implementation difficulties.
The street lighting with solar panels is used in Europe, but it is not widespread. Most 
people do not face them in their daily lives and cannot appreciate its practical and 
economic efficiency.
 
2.1 Technical issues
● Design the optimal constructional solutions (the size and location of components)
● Determine the type of street lighting
● Determine the control system
● Determine the type of battery
● Determine the material and the lamp cover
● Determine the placement of the solar panels, its size and position
● Determine the type of lighting
 
2.2 The aim of the thesis
The theme of the final work is street lighting on solar energy. The main purpose is to 
offer a design solution of a lantern for residential areas. Attention will be paid to the 
project's compliance with city's environment for a long period of time and increase the 
efficiency of solar panels.
 
● Attractive design and longtime use
● Compliance with ergonomic standards
● Compliance lighting
● The use of modern materials
● Anti-vandalism
 
Technical specification:
● Height of 4-6 meters
● Power 60 watt
● GPS system or PID control
● LED light source
● Lithium-ion battery
2
3.1
3.2
Variants of design study
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3  VARIANTS OF DESIGN STUDY
The design was based on the performed analysis (chapter two) according to the stages 
and principles of design. [73]
Img. 3.1 First stage of sketching
The design of this project determines the shape of a lantern — the size and position of 
elements. Another factor is the matching of units of street lighting with miscellaneous 
urban environment and the ability to use for a long time (several decades). Preference 
was given for simple forms and lines, not contrasting with different styles of archi-
tecture. During the analysis the three design options were selected. They are presented 
below.
 
3.1 Option 1
The lamp has a Z-shaped dynamic form. At the top is a solar panel and a light source, 
combined in a single package. The battery is located in a pyramidal base.
Img. 3-2 Option 1
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The upper body can change the position of the angle, thus changing the tilt of the solar 
panels, depending on the season. The battery and controller are located at the bottom. 
It is convenient for maintenance, replacement or repair of the battery.
The case materials are steel and aluminum. The material determines the color of the 
lamp. The surface texture and highlights emphasize the shape of the lamp.
The lantern has a distinct character and dynamic forms. This option is suitable for 
a modern architecture, but it will "argue" with the architecture of the old quarters. The 
large size of the base covers an area of  pavement, reducing the pedestrian zone. Due 
to its size, the base may be subjected to vandalism - graffiti or posting advertisements 
and announcements.
Dimensions: 5000x610x580 mm
Img. 3-3 Details
3.2 Option 2
Streetlight shape is formed by simple geometric objects – the two intersecting cur-
ves in the shape of an inverted letter "L". The design of the lamp includes the reflec-
tor. It is located on the top of a lamp in the same housing as a solar panel.
Img. 3-4 Option 2
3.2
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Two metal columns of square section are used to support lamps. On the top of the 
larger pole is a housing with a reflector and a solar panel. The lighting unit is located 
under the reflector. The use of the reflector gives a softer and diffused light. The batte-
ry is located in the rectangular base of the lamp, which is convenient for service and 
repair.
The case material – powder-coated steel, the reflector material - aluminum. Powder 
coating protects the lamp and determines a dark color.
The disadvantage of this design is an inefficient use of solar panels. Since the panel 
and reflector combined in one housing, the solar panel cannot change the angle.
Dimensions: 5000х1000х530 mm
Img. 3-5 Details
3.3 Option 3
The curved organic form of the lamp in the style of biomorphism emphasizes the 
ecological idea. Curved metal pipes serve as a support for two buildings in which the 
panel and the light source with the battery are located.
Img. 3-6 Option 3
The solar panel is located in a larger housing. There is a lighting unit and the battery 
in a smaller case. Both elements lie on the metal frames of steel. The steel determines 
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the color of the lamp; the housing is made of aluminum.
The disadvantage of this option is the location of the battery on the top of the structure, 
this requires additional maintenance equipment. Moreover, the solar panel is static, 
that reduces its effectiveness.
This variant was chosen for further development as its form embodies the idea of 
sustainability and ecological compatibility of this type of the street lighting. The panel 
layout problem will be resolved in further work on the design.
Dimensions: 5000х1500х600 mm
Img. 3-7 Details
In the next stage, using the tools of sketching and 3d modeling new design options 
we offered, allowing you to change the angle of the solar panel.
Img. 3-8 Options of construction
For further development were selected options shown in figure 3-9 and 3-10. Figure 
4-9 shows a variant with the panel, changing its position relative to the frame. The 
case with a light unit can move across the pole of the lantern. This option has a visu-
al disadvantage – from some points of view the top of the lantern may seem broken.
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Img. 3-9 Option with fixed frame
In the design of option 3-10 the frame changes the position with the panel. With this 
solution, the design looks unified and durable. In the course of the project we have 
been proposed various options for housing design and frame connections with the post.
Img. 3-10 Option with movable frame
Img. 3-11 Options of the shape
One of the directions of searches of the form was biomorphism. From this path it was 
decided to decline to avoid excessive decoration, which could cause visual disharmo-
ny against the lamp-surrounding architecture.
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Img. 3-12 Sketches
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4 SHAPE SOLUTION
4.1 Solution of the form
This design is the result of the development of the third version of the design in the 
style of biomorphism. As analogues considered in the design analysis, the design of 
the lantern interprets the idea of the solar tree. Unlike the Ross Lovegrove [6] and Vi-
naccia project [8] the lantern will be used in residential areas, so it is more utilitarian 
object. Lanterns will be used in different environments and different architectures, so 
the design doesn’t have a large amount of details and forms of a complex volume, 
which can enter into a dispute with the surrounding architecture.
Img. 4-1 Form
4.1.1 Proportion
The proportions of the lamp are most significantly influenced by its structural device. 
The main volume is at the top — where the solar panel is located. The panel’s volu-
me balances the light element and a microcontroller, which are placed in a separate 
enclosure according to the technical solution. The height of the lamp is grounded on 
ergonomic lighting standards.
 
4.1.2 Composition
Biomorphic basis of this project is the plant and its elements — leaves, trunks, stems 
and branches. The shape of the lantern is a pillar, curved to the top, where it takes the 
form of a frame for two buildings. In this case, the pole of the lamp corresponds to the 
stem and imitates its form. Two housing can be perceived as the likeness of the leaves. 
The lantern has a smooth flowing forms and subtle joining of elements to create a sen-
se of a common design and reduce visual noise.
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Img. 4-2 Composition [74]
4.1.3 Details
The separation of elements in two housings due to their technical characteristics (tem-
perature modes). There is a bar in one case. There is a unit lightening, voltage regula-
tor, a microcontroller and a motion detector in another.
The small case is a proportionally reduced form of the case with the panel, compositi-
onally balancing its massiveness.
The big case is connected to the frame. This construction is movable relative to the 
post. This is due to the technical characteristics — the change in angle increases the 
efficiency of the panel during the year. The mechanism for adjusting the angle of panel 
is hidden under the cap, and the item itself is at high altitude, so the frame with the 
column is treated as a single unit.
Img. 4-3 Shape of the frame
This effect contributes to the bending of the pole — it is designed to visually continue 
the line formed by the vertical position of the panel (for the winter mode). In other 
provisions the connection case-pillar also looks harmonious.
Img. 4-4 Angle of solar panel
4.1.3
Img. 4-1 Form
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Ventilation is a necessary condition for the efficient operation of solar panels. The 
ventilation pattern repeats the pattern on the leaves and goes well with the body shape 
of the panel.
Img. 4-5 Ventilation pattern
The small case is a smaller replica of a big case. The shape and location of the housing 
meets the given direction of simplicity and brevity — it copies the form without over-
loading the lantern with unnecessary visual details. The main volume has a trapezoidal 
shape. The shape of the housings extends to an outer edge copying the frame. It is 
a simplified version of a leaf and helps to create a single volume.
Img. 4-6 Top
The form of support - “the plug”. The place of bifurcation of the post copies the link 
of leaves and visually forms a triangle extending from the pillar to the outer edge of 
the panel. Through this decision the panel and the supports look like one unit. Another 
unifying detail - edges of rigidity. They lie on the curves radiating away from the bases 
of the supports to the edge of the panel.
Img. 4-7 "The plug" shape
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5 TECHNOLOGICAL AND ERGONOMICAL SOLUTION
 
Street lights are used for lighting of roads and sidewalks, pedestrian areas and squares. 
The street light complies with the standards of all lighting classes for technical road 
lighting ČSN EN 13201 [75].
The basic version is designed for residential quarters. This corresponds to the situation 
lightening D4: the area is the total shared area bounded by the facades of buildings 
directly bordering the area or the property limits of premises bordering the area. The 
focus is on the pedestrians’ or cyclists’ safety. For this class the design of lantern is 
important, as the street lights form the look of the street. Complies with lighting class 
- S4 (S3).
Options are also designed to lighten the situation E1. Relevant area for lighting situa-
tion sets E1: the area is the total width of the defined footway, footpath or cycle path. 
Street lights for this sets also have a decorative function, and must comply with the 
surrounding architecture. Lighting class - S4 (S3) [76].
5
Img. 5-1 Streetlight for the lighting situation E1 
5.1 Structural and technological solutions
The following design solutions were developed at the base of the lantern design:
●        Grid-connected system
●        Modular system
●        The disposition of elements in different cases
●        Changing the angle of solar panels location during the year
●        The system on and respond with the help of the sensor
●        Sustainable design
 
5.1.1 Project size
The angle of the panel affects the height and the width in space. Size of the street light 
can differ in various spaces from 7600x1200x900 cm to 7200x1700x900 cm. The stre-
et lights for pedestrian areas and squares (lighting situation D4 and E1) have the same 
specification and range of sizes.
5.1
5.1.1
Img. 4-7 "The plug" shape
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Img. 5-2 Size for settings on 60°
5.1.2 List of elements
Parts diagram is showed on img.6-3. The basic elements are arranged in two cases at 
the top of the lantern. Monocrystalline silicon panel (1) is located on a big case fixed in 
a metal frame. The panel converts light energy into electricity via photovoltaic effect. 
The lower case contains the light source (2) and sensors responding to movement (5). 
Sensors responding to light (6) is placed on a big case. The intelligent control system 
enables adaptation of luminous flux according to needs and lowers operating costs. 
The battery (4) and charge controller (3) is placed in the lower part of the column body 
for easy service or replacement access. The battery is a repository for solar panel ener-
gy and a power unit for LED.
Img. 5-3 Parts diagram
5.1.3 Modular system
Streetlight is a modular system — the solar units and light modules are placed in se-
parate modules. The height of the lanterns and configuration can be adapted to speci-
fications. The thesis work considers the street lamps for two lighting systems, but the 
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alternative for other lighting system can be designed on the basis of the established 
design. Therewith although the modules have a long service life, elements can be 
replaced by more efficient if necessary.
Img. 5-4 Movement of elements
The light source and the solar panel are mutually independent elements. Due to the 
mobility of the frame with respect to the column, the light source may occupy any po-
sition and be accurately directed to the place of light. The solar panel thus will be set 
in accordance with the sun movement path.
Img. 5-5 Options of installation
5.1.4 Adjusting the tilt of solar panel
The sunlight as an energy source has several drawbacks - a low density, discontinuity 
and changing continuously on the space distribution [77]. Solar tracking can improve 
the collection and utilization of the solar energy and increases the efficiency of the 
panel.
The sun is higher in summer and lower in winter, so adjusting the tilt of the panels can 
capture more energy during the whole year. Image 6-6 shows the effect of adjusting 
the angle of solar panel for 40° latitude (78). Each option is compared with the energy 
received by the best possible tracker that always keeps the panel pointed directly at 
the sun.
5.1.4
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Img. 5-6 Efficiency table [79]
The graph X shows the effect of adjusting the tilt (these figures are calculated for 40° 
latitude).
Img. 5-7 The effect of adjusting the tilt [80]
The bar changes the angle of tilt along with the frame. The Maximum angle is 68° and 
it corresponds to the winter position, the minimum angle of 21° is set for the summer. 
An intermediate value 46° corresponds to the spring and autumn situation. The angu-
lar tilt value is given for longitude and latitude of Brno. For other fitting locations the 
calculation can be done using the Photovoltaic geographic information system [81].
Img. 5-8 Change of panel angle
The frame has a knuckle joint and tilt range from 0° to 80°. The panel can be adjusted 
by means of a bolt and a jaw coupling, ensuring the locking of the frame. The change 
in the slope is carried out by a repair worker 4 times a year.
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Img. 5-9 Jaw coupling
Img. 5-10 Connection between case and frame
This design solution meets the concept of organic design — the design that is subordi-
nate to the conditions of the natural landscape, in this case - the climatic conditions of 
the environment and its insolation [83].
5.1.5 Ventilation of elements
Effective cooling system ensures long lifespan of the lamp and low maintenance cost. 
Thermal management helps to save energy, because the better the LED is cooled, the 
better the value of a lighting parameter (the ratio of luminous efficiency per watt). 
Ventilation is an important element of the case and solar panel. Overheating of mono-
crystalline silicon solar cells affects the output performance.
5.1.5
Img. 5-11 Cooling fins
According to the research carried out in Turkey, about 2% loss of power was justified 
by heating the photovoltaic panel [84].
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The physical principle of convection is used to dissipate heat generated by the LEDs 
and the panel. Convection describes the movement of the flow produced by pressure 
differences. Cool air flows past the hull on the sides and rises, dissipating the heat. 
The cooling fins inside and outside the shell expand the surface area of the body and 
thereby improve heat transfer. The distance between the ribs and their location under 
the solar panel doesn't allow leaves or debris to be trapped between them. Fins cooling 
LED are located within the housing. LED cooling fins is arranged inside the housing. 
Aluminum small body has a flat surface, allowing dirt and dust particles to be washed 
away by rain and does not affect the heat transfer.
Img. 5-12 Cooling fins inside case with LED
5.1.6 Street installation
According to the research “Sustainable feasibility of solar photovoltaic powered street 
lighting systems” [54] the more cost-effective street lighting system is grid-connected 
system (island system is more expensive in 2-4 times). The distance between the lights 
is calculated according to the optical data and the class of lighting. Lanterns for D4 
and E1 classes have the following characteristics [85]: the size of the illuminated field 
6000x6000 cm, the distance between the lights 24000 cm.
Img. 5-13 Diagram of street installation
Lanterns location options are presented in the picture 5-14. When installing lamps, you 
need to consider the presence of trees and their future growth [86].
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Img. 5-14 Street installation
The street light has reinforced concrete foundations. The base of the lamp serves as 
a support and connects it to the electrical circuit. Height of buried part of the pole — 
800 mm, base diameter — 200 mm, slot for feed cables is 150x50 mm.
Img. 5-15 Foundation
The lantern has a cylindrical pole, therefore, information elements (scoreboard, sign-
age, signs) can be attached in a standard way using the bracket.
Img. 5-16 Information element
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5.1.7 Elements
Specification and characteristics of elements is selected on a basis of model Solar LED 
Street Lights EM-SSL-K040 [87]:
 • Lighting situation D3 (E1)
 • Solar panel polycrystalline silicon 12V60W
 • Battery Li-ion 12V/30AH
 • Charge controller MPPT 12/24V
 • LED Lamp 40W
The connection diagram is shown in figure 5-17.
5.1.7.1 The solar panel
The type selection of the panel is due to the design. The panel enclosure has a trape-
zoidal shape, and polycrystalline panel may occupy a large area and accordingly gene-
rate more energy. Thus the polycrystalline solar panel was selected despite the fact that 
it costs more than the monocrystalline panel [54]. The panel size is 4557 cm². Weight 
is approximately 6.5 kg [88].
The modular system allows to change the panel to a more efficient and productive 
in the future. Today the market of solar panels is growing, studies have the financial 
support and the discoveries of new types of solar panels with a high efficiency are 
continuing.
 
5.1.7.2 Battery
The XX will generate the required amount of power under any circumstances. The 
battery capacity allows to work for a period of three days without the sunlight; during 
which the ХХ will produce a sufficient amount of light in the night. The selected ba-
ttery type - LiFePO4 battery. The battery’s life cycle is 2000 times. Размеры батареи 
могут быть изменены, вес батареи 3.5 кг [89]. The battery size can be changed; the 
battery weight is 3.5 kg [89]. The battery is mounted in the housing, protected from 
weather conditions. Battery access is fulfilling through a door at the bottom of the post.
 
Img. 5-17 Connection diagram
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5.1.7.3 The battery charger
The battery charger charges the battery from the solar module and turns off the solar 
module when charge reaches 100%. Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT in short) 
system allows PV panels to output more power (by 10-30%) by adjusting working con-
dition of the electrical module [90]. The module has dimensions of 193x110x48mm 
[91].
 
5.1.7.4 LED
The STREETLIGHT IP module is used as a LED source [92]. The light module ensu-
res high visual comfort and high performance optics.
Specification:
 • Color temperature 3000K
 • Total useful luminous flux 3700 lm
 • Nominal lamp life time 100000 h
 • Dimensions 310x154x40 cm
 • Product weight 1135.00 g
5.1.7.3
5.1.7.4
Img. 5-18 Light distribution [93]
5.1.7.5 The pole
The lantern has a cylindrical form, widening towards the bottom. The post has no 
sharp edges, which promotes safety. Pole is made from hot galvanized steel. The frame 
and the housing are made of cast aluminum. The metal provides structural strength and 
weather resistance to the wind. The pole has a cylindrical shape with 150 mm diameter 
and 5 mm thick. The post has a small base diameter — this reduces the area available 
for vandalism (graffiti as in img. 1-1).
The smooth metal surface reduces the accumulation of dirt particles. The lamp is du-
stproof and waterproof (protection class IP65 and IP67). In addition, the LED light 
almost does not attract insects, which would otherwise constitute an additional factor 
of pollution for the lantern.
 
5.1.7.5
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5.2 Ergonomic solution
 
5.2.1 Ergonomic category
The ergonomic design of street lighting is focused on high visual comfort, lighting 
quality and convenient access during the service. The work does not include a lighting 
unit module design.
The person as a flashlight user has no direct contact with it, so the lamp hasn’t an er-
gonomic category. [94]
 
5.2.2 General requirements
Any types of street lights meet human needs arising outdoor where the lamp is located. 
There are requirements of the following types: traffic safety, visual orientation, visual 
comfort, face detection, a general sense of security: safe movement, visual orientati-
on, visual comfort, facial recognition, a general feeling of safety. These requirements 
apply to all types of roads. [95]
 
5.2.3 Traffic safety and visual orientation
The concept of the visual comfort contains two ideas: the concept of freedom from gla-
re and the concept of pleasantness. The European Standard on Road Lighting provides 
3 methods for controlling glare: Luminous Intensity Classes, Threshold Increment and 
Glare Index Classes. Luminous Intensity Classes are most often used to control glare 
in urban lighting. The system controls glare by restricting the light output of luminai-
res at particular angles. [95]
According to this streetlights classification for urban pedestrian areas — Intensity 
Class G6. 
 
5.2.4 Light pollution and visual comfort
Urban lighting has many benefits, but it can also cause problems. Most of the problems 
associated with lighting is the problem of light pollution.
Light pollution is a phenomenon caused by the upward flow of light from lamps with 
poor optics. Lantern Medala gives only direct light to the side of roads, in accordance 
with the requirements of European standards, thanks to the LED module.
Img. 5-19 The operating time of the lamp
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Another step to reduce light pollution — lighting mode that uses the microcontroller 
and the sensors. The microcontroller and sensor ensure optimum performance flashli-
ght when and where you need it. At night between 1:00 AM and 5:00 AM, the pedes-
trian and transport activity is very low or absent [23]. At this time, the ability to darken 
or turn off street lights is necessary to reduce light pollution and to save significant 
amounts of energy. The lantern flares up at dusk and goes out at dawn. After midni-
ght, when the number of people and vehicles is reduced, the lamp goes into the mode, 
dependent on the presence sensor. This allows to save electric power and increase the 
service life of the clarification elements.
The microcontroller adjusts the operating time of the lamp (on and off) depending on 
the season and takes readings from the solar panel and all elements, in order to monitor 
their effectiveness.
 
5.2.5 Lighting Color
The LED with a color temperature of 3000-4000K is used for lighting. One of the 
characteristics of LEDs is that they retain their color temperature constant, even when 
the light intensity is changing. While in halogen lamps two variables are completely 
dependent on each other. The generated beam of light has no color aberrations. Optical 
improved light output ensures a low consumption and a long lamp life that reduces 
CO2 emissions.
5.2.5
Img. 5-20 Colour of lightning [96]
5.2.6 Maintenance and service
It is important to maintain the lighting system to make sure it works effectively. Bro-
ken lights can send a message to street users that environment is deteriorating and an 
area is not considered important.
Pollution is an important problem of solar panels affecting their efficiency. Therefore, 
lights with solar panels require periodic service and cleaning. In winter, the angle of 
solar panel and the heat generated by the panel prevents snow accumulation on the 
surface [97].
To facilitate equipment setup, repair or elements replacement two top housings of the 
lamp have screw connections.
5.2.6
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Img. 5-21 Scheme of parts
Access to the batteries is provided through the hole in the bottom of the post. In addi-
tion, this hole gives the access to the wires when connecting the lantern to the street 
network. The height of the door position is 100 cm (img.6515).
Img. 5-22 Door
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6 COLOR AND GRAPHICS SOLUTION
 
6.1 Color solution
 
The color of the lights is utilitarian — it needs to approach different architecture, cha-
racterized by different materials and colors. Traditionally street lighting has a gray or 
black color (rarely white). This color scheme is substantiated with material from which 
to create the torch body — most often it is steel or aluminum, having a grey color. The 
old lights are black.
6
6.1
Img. 6-1 Existing streetlights
Img. 6-2 Color
The lantern has a single color - it emphasizes the shape and lines. The pillar material 
is steel. The pole is coated with a powder coating of a gray color. Housing and frame 
of the lantern is made of cast aluminum with anti-corrosive coating. Protection class 
IP67 IK08.
The top panel of a big case color is determined by the color of cells and solar cells 
modules. The modules have a dark blue color, the grid is also dark black, so the surface 
of the case is also decided in a dark color [86]. Therefore, the surface of the body is 
considered as a single surface.
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6.2 Graphics – logo
 
The shape of the logo is associated with a pattern of solar panels and the solar symbol 
of the sun. The logo is formed by 4 arrows pointing to the center.
Img. 6-3 The shape of the logo
In communication – advertising or brochures, the logo can be used as a signature pa-
ttern and a graphic element. In the center of the enlarged logo an image of a light or 
a banner message can be placed.
Brand colors: yellow, gray and black repeat the colors of the lantern. The logo has 
a yellow color, characteristic of the sun. This color is characteristic of the industry and 
thus directly helps to define the scope of the company. Grey holds back the brightness 
of the yellow color, giving it the weight and making it more official.
Img. 6-4 Logotype
Streetlight with solar panel is named “Medala” by the plant Medinilla Speciosa. Shape 
of the plant was main inspiration during designing process.
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7 DISCUSSION
 
Street light Medala was designed under the influence of the following three factors: 
environment, economics and sustainability. The project meets the modern require-
ments of the society and supports the conscious use of energy by organizations, com-
panies and the municipality.
 
7.1 Psychological function
7.1.1 Biomorphism and human perception
Design forms are inspired by biomorphism. It emphasizes ecological heading of the 
project and makes a good impression towards users.
Solar panels are the embodiment of alternative energy, therefore, associated with the 
environment. When people see solar panels in everyday life, they often think about 
ecology, which likely affects their behavior. Some customers for this reason, prefer 
street lights with solar panels like grid-tie micro-inverters [53].
Seeing architecture or design as an anthropomorphic, zoomorphic o biomorphic cate-
gory is a subject for perceptual psychology. One aspect of perception of biomorphism 
is association theory and its early starting-points “empathy” and “association”. All 
psychological events are made up of “elements”. Experience is filtered through “as-
sociation” — a linking of space and time [9]. Emotional perception is the main way 
to assess the design of the flashlight by the user, since man has no direct contact with 
a flashlight and could not affect its functionality. The other method of communication 
available for street lighting — the feedback [98]. In a power saving mode, the operati-
on of the lamp is controlled by the sensor that responds to movement, and the flashli-
ght only turns on when object is approaching.
 
7.1.2 Safety
The modern city is a complex structure made up of buildings, roads and open spaces. 
It is imperative that the city was properly illuminated at night. The city lighting pro-
motes orientation, stimulates and gives a general feeling of well-being and security. 
The street light weakens the fear of crime and makes the environment psychologically 
more inviting, that provides better amenity.
Generally believed that lighting can contribute to a general feeling of security. But the 
research of Painter and Farrington [99] reported that lighting has little effect to the area 
with a low crime rate, and research of Raynham and Gardner [100] found that additi-
onal lighting did not diminish the perceived fear of crime. 
 
7.2 Economic function
 
7.2.1 Target Group
The government has a social task to provide sufficient lighting for the city, thus en-
suring the safety of public places. Street lighting systems consume 43.9 billion kW h 
electricity every year [54]. The solar street light provides a solution for no consuming 
electricity. The use of lamps with solar panels is an environmentally responsible step 
7
7.1.2
7.2
7.2.1
7.1.1
7.1
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and can be supported by the budget allocated to the development of alternative sources 
(according to Chapter1.2). This means that the project will be in demand.
 
7.2.2 Price category
The price category of the product is above average. On average such lights cost . The 
cost of this project is about $ 950. This price is valid as the flashlight is positioned as 
a design product (which increases its value) and will be used in residential areas and 
public places - on the exterior of such spaces a bigger budget is usually allocated.
An additional motivation of the buyer can be a prospect of reducing the costs (and then 
their deletion) of electricity.
 
7.2.3 The feasibility of installing
Today, solar-powered lighting is set not only by developing countries at the equator. 
In the US, solar lights "island" systems are installed in residential areas, where it is 
important to maintain the security and infrastructure, that can be damaged by conven-
tional light sources. In the same Forbes article [101] it is referred to the lanterns with 
solar panels weather conditions (hurricanes) resistance.
This project represents a lantern with solar panels connected to the network, as it re-
duces its cost (less powerful elements), and allows you to return excess energy to the 
network to cover the domestic needs.
As for the weather, the solar panels are already widely installed on the roofs and are 
used to power a home or a public network. Statistics of the solar power plant installed 
on the roof of the Pedagogical Faculty of Masaryk University in Brno [102] shows that 
the generation of electric energy falls in winter.
As mentioned in Chapter 6, this problem is solved by changing the angle of the panel 
throughout the year.
Img. 7-1 Production of elektricity during year 2016 [103]
7.2.4 The length of life
Street lamp Medala is designed to have a long and useful life in open spaces. All metal 
parts are covered with powder coating, which resists rusting, chipping, peeling and fa-
ding and does not require subsequent cleaning with a solvent. As required, the surface 
can be cleaned with water and soap.
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Working hours of main elements: the panel - for about 20 years and the battery - 5 
years, LED - 10-12 years. The lamp can operate without replacement of elements for 
at least 5 years, then when saving corps, deprecated elements are easy to replace.
7.4 Social function
7.4.1 The impact on the district
Lights affect the surrounding space in two directions — the development of social and 
economic relations and security increase.
The economic life revivals due to the street lighting; the visual comfort and psycho-
logical atmosphere improves, which positively affects the health and performance of 
residents; the social prestige of the city and its authorities increases [104]. There is 
a decrease in emergency situations, criminal activities and vandalism. 
About half of all fatal traffic accidents occur during the hours of darkness. Work by the 
CIE (CIE 93-1992 Road Lighting as an Accident Countermeasure) examined the data 
on road traffic accidents in a number of countries and found that street lighting reduced 
the number of accidents at night by 30% [95].
Street lights create a distinctive architectural light image of each illuminated object, 
and each plot of urban environment in the evening. In addition, the lamp with a so-
lar panel can often encourage residents to use alternative sources of energy and lead 
a more environmentally conscious lifestyle.
 
7.4.2 Ecology. Sustainability.
Solar light Medala combines solar energy, LED technology, long lifespan and a high 
level of environmental performance with low cost of maintenance and management. 
Thanks to the durability of the components, robust construction and rare maintenance 
the street light creates sustainable results with minimal impact on the environment.
The main advantage of solar lights is the use of environmental energy source. But en-
vironmental standards are also met by the other elements of the lamp. LED is the most 
environmentally friendly light source and leaves a minimum carbon footprint [105]. 
Materials and parts with a high durability are only being used. It ensures a long service 
life and doesn't require frequent maintenance.
Components of the lamp are optimized in terms of efficiency, the lamp has a high reli-
ability and low operating costs that allows us to say that investments are quickly amor-
tized. Thanks to the constructive solution, the elements of the lantern are independent 
from each other and can be easily replaced. In this case the body material maintains the 
design and form of the lamp for a long time. In the future, the elements can be replaced 
by a new, more efficient counterparts.
 
7.4.3 Disposal
Recycling is an important life part of any object. All of the elements of the lamp are 
mounted and are processing. The body of the lamp and the elements are independent 
objects and are disposed separately from each other. Despite the fact that solar panels 
are environmentally friendly, the solar cells contain toxic substances, and now there is 
no fully ecological way of their utilization [106]. Alternatively, it may be considered 
the secondary market of photo and wind power plants, where the used equipment can 
find  the further application. [107] [108]
7.4
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8 CONCLUSION
 
This thesis is focused on the problem of modern street lighting, which is using solar 
panels. Main aim of the thesis is design development of such device. Direction of de-
veloping devices using renewable energies is important today and has a great potential. 
Designed solar street light meets the modern electronics trends and at the same time 
uses existing technologies, therefore it provides a possibility of components replace-
ment. This is particularly useful due to rapid development of this technological sector.
In the course of design and technical analysis the main endeavour was to find an opti-
mal design and shape solution that could meet market demands, which were formula-
ted during marketing research.
Submitted design option was selected during the multi-stage work and it meets menti-
oned requirements of efficiency, sustainability and visual appearance. Design section 
of work includes development of several ways aiming at increasing of efficiency of the 
solar panel by changing the angle. Mentionable characteristic feature of the solar light 
Medala is modularity of particular elements, and the ability to rotate the light LED unit 
in 360 degrees. Thanks to this feature it could illuminate exact location. Modularity of 
Medala sets the possibility of replacing key parts in a way of simple service mainte-
nance — this increases lifespan of this solar system solution according to the concept 
of sustainability. 
Form of the light is solved in accordance with the modern trends in design and ar-
chitecture and meets the requirements of functionality in the accordance to technical 
possibilities of our time.
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